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46. On Stable Functional Cohomology Operations
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(Comm. by K. KUNUGI, M.J.A., April 12, 1960)

As is well known, the functional primary cohomology operations
are inevitably related to the secondary cohomology operations. Recently
J. F. Adams has given an axiomatic characterization for stable secondary
operations with its important applications. It seems, then, natural and
useful indeed to give a similar axiomatic formulation for stable func-
tional operations, and it is our objective.

We follow Adams’ notations. Let p be a prime; let A be the
Steenrod algebra over Z. An A-module is to be a graded left module
over the graded algebra A. Let us write H*(X) for , H(X, Z) and
H/(X) for >oHq(X, Z); then they are A-modules.

Let Co, C be free A-modules of locally finite type such that (C)-0
if q<i (i-O, 1). Let (d, v)be a pair of an A-map d’C-->Co of degree
zero and a homogeneous element v of C. We call a stable functional
primary cohomology operation associated with (d, v), if it satisfies the
following axioms.

Axiom 1. (f, s) is defined for each pair of a map f" Y-X and
an A-map s" Co--->H/(X) of degree ml such that f’s--0 and sd--0.

Such a map s is determined by its values on the elements of an
A-base of Co. It therefore corresponds to a set of elements of H/(X).
In particular, if Co, C are free on one given generator e (i-0, 1) re-
spectively and de-aeo (aeA), then we write u--seo and sd-0 means
au-O; we may thus consider the operation associated with (d, e) as
a function of one variable u for a fixed map f, where u runs over a
subset of H/(X). In this case we write a(u) for (f, s) as usual.

For the next axiom, set deg (v)-,, let " C0-->H (Y) run over
the A-maps of degree m-l, and let L/-(d, v; f) be the set of ele-
ments of the form dv+f*x (xeH’+-(X)).
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